Spaceland Treasure Hunt
Spaceland is an exhibition of model making across Adelaide’s architectural practice and promises to be an
interesting survey of the varying techniques and material used to progress the design phase of a new project.
Held at the Hub Central (Mezzanine), University of Adelaide and the Office of Design and Architecture, 28 Leigh
Street follow the clues below and share on Instagram using the #FAD15 hashtag for your chance to win a range of
prizes, including architecture and design books and vouchers.
1. Redefining the edge: overseeing and promoting design and architecture in South Australia
2. Secret squirrel: push it and maybe, you may find life inside the edge of one Adelaide’s secret small bars
3. These Gothic creatures with scary features oversee life from the edge of Adelaide’s fanciest champagne bar
4. Fuzzy edge or buzzy edge: here it’s as busy as a bee hive
5. How many edges to a tetrahedral? More to the point... How many edges to seven tetrahedra all in a row?
6. This festive building is a sculpture in its own right
7. Living on the cities fringe; officially and ceremoniously
8. ‘Lizzie’s House’ on North Terrace angles her eyes away from the sun
9. Discover the edges of our solar system from this curved red brick building with exposed spiral stair
10. The edges of this minimalist work subtly articulate and mimic the surrounding topography
11. View from above: the edges of the university come together in one central location
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Cheat sheet: 1. ODASA, 26-28 Leigh Street 2. Maybe Mae, 15 Peel Street 3. Gargoyles, Mayfair Hotel Rooftop bar, 45 King William Street 4. Beehive corner, corner of King William Street &
Rundle Mall 5. Bert Flugelman 'Environmental Sculpture,' Adelaide Festival Centre Plaza 6. Adelaide Festival Centre, King William Road 7. Government House, North Terrace 8. Elizabeth
House, 231 North Terrace 9. The Observatory, University of Adelaide 10. Donald Judd 'Untitled' Art Gallery South Australia rear garden 11. The Mezzanine, Hub Central, University of Adelaide
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For more info, visit www.fad.org.au

